Bio Sheet

Name:
Uses two shields to charge
and crush opponents

Birth Name: (Unknown)
Fighting Name:
Tate ( "Shield" )
Gender: Male
Items:

Action Cards:
5 Shield

2

Special Abilities
Extra Inventory (10)
Tate is a huge man and has the ability to carry 10 items of inventory (2 more
than standard).
Tate has the following powers when using the shield:
Forced Moving Attack/Charge
This power allows the user to force themselves into a location. This is done by
a series of furious attacks or sheer force. The result is the user will not be
bounced back during a collision. Used with Moving Attack and Charge actions.
Crushing Hit
This power allows the user to do twice the normal score and damage when
attacking. It is only able to be used when an opponent is charged and is stuck
between a wall and the charging person (This works as long as the space past
the attack direction is a wall). The result is a 10 point score for the attacker and
a -10 score to the defender. If the defender has a block in the direction of
attack they will recieve -5 score.
Limitation:
The use of the shield prevents Tate from preforming Leaps, Flying Attacks or
using thrown weapons. This does not appear to bother him.
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Picture
Not Available

Background:
Tate uses 2 shields in combat to run down his opponents. This rather brutal method
is very effective and makes him a very formidable opponent in the arena.
Tate is extremly large in size, has brown hair, and wears dark green robes. He has
a deep voice and talks rather slowly. He is not the brightest, but makes up for it in
brute strength. He loves competition of any kind and is often found gambling over
something.
Tate's size allows him to use shields in both hands (one to block and the other to
attack). He depends on running into opponents to do damage to them. He is quite
formidable in close quarters and loves small arena fighting the best. This allows him
more opportunity to do his special move - "Crushing Hit".
- Tate can use the Shield as a weapon which allows him to preform an instant
Charge. The charge is a special move that results in a block, move, and attack in
the location you move into.
- The Shield is a block item that allows the user to rotate the block direction 1 step
left or right at the end of every turn. The block must be uncovered and replaces the
normal block you would otherwise get.
Tate is an associate of So, who brought him to the arena as a helper. Little is
known about Tate's family or history.
Tate - "I lova good fight! Wanna try me?"

